Introduction

The classical Pierce diode is a theoretical model with relevance to several bounded plasma devices. Itconsists oftwo electrodes (either plates or grids) adistance / apart, connected by ashort circuit, with abeam of electrons injected at one electrode with constant velocity v0 and absorbed at which ever electrode is first encountered. The electron beam is neutralized by infinitely massive co-moving ions (see
). Pierce showed [1] 
that the behavior of this device is governed solely by the dimensionless parameter a=upl/v0 where up is the plasma frequency of the incoming beam of electrons. (Pierce assumed stationary ions, which made no difference in his model, but for the extended model presented here, the distinction is important.) Pierce also worked out the dispersion relation for linear perturbations about the uniform equilibrium. This dispersion relation is
2^(l-e^cosa) +^^e-^ina+^=0
(1) (3) Since only the magnitude of the growth or decay depends on ft, and not whether the mode is stable or not, a transit time effect is indicated rather than a true plasma interaction.
The principal results for the inductive case are shown in Table IV . Once again, the theory is confirmed to high accuracy.
As mentioned above, the LC mode has the interesting property that it can be unstable in the a <x regime, which is stable for all other external circuits. Note that Fig. 6shows 
